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This home theatre is a showcase
for comfortable future living

W

hen it comes to sound and
home theatre installations,
Michael Daly from Good
Vibrations has seen it all.
Technology is an integral
aspect of all contemporary home renovations
so it’s no surprise for Michael that his expertise
is called upon in even the most preliminary
stages of re-design.
If it was sophisticated audio-visual
entertainment these clients desired, then
Good Vibrations certainly met the brief with its
state-of-the-art renovations. It may sound
a little far-fetched to include a plasma television
in a bathroom mirror or bedroom ceiling, but
if it’s comfortable viewing you’re after, then
logic would suggest there isn’t a better place to
watch your favourite flick than in the bathtub or
under your favourite doona.

Below Utilising the simplistic and convenient touch controls
of the Apple iPad, this home’s audio-visual system is incredibly
user-friendly
Far below The home’s audio-visual technology is sophisticated
and integrated into one easy-to-manage system

future LIVING

A technological revamp has seen this basic
three-bedroom, one-bathroom home
transformed into a tech-lover’s paradise
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Similarly, this home’s lounge room takes
the viewing experience to a whole new level.
“A complete home cinema experience” was
the client’s request, which for Michael and
his team at Good Vibrations meant a total
re-creation of the wall structure and interior
furnishings. Combining the family’s love for
oriental culture and high-definition technology,
this home theatre is a sophisticated balance of
culture and comfort. As Michael explains, “The
homeowners’ love of Asian history inspired the
entire home-theatre project, most notably the
Samurai acoustic panels on the cabinetry and
the interior furnishings.”
However, the room’s technology is certainly
not Edo-inspired. With in-ceiling LEDs and strip
lighting, feature bulkhead design, the best
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in contemporary surround sound and a fully
integrated iPad touch AV interface, this room
really is a showcase for future living.
The home’s stylish refurbishment benefitted
from the clients’ consideration of integrated
technology and interfaced living in the initial
stages of design. Good Vibrations specialises
in complete home automation or the smart
wiring of homes. This means all home
entertainment and audio-visual technology is
integrated into one easy-to-manage system.
Michael suggests this not only future-proofs
your house by making it quicker and easier
to add and substitute new technology, it
is also energy-efficient; your lights, blinds,
entertainment and cooking appliances can all
be controlled by one simple-to-use system.
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Above Like the living room, this bathroom combines
classic looks with the latest technology. The ornate mirror
doubles as a plasma screen for bath-time viewing

By considering home automation in their
renovation’s initial design, these clients were
rewarded with a smooth renovation process
that will need no costly structural alterations in
the future.
Being such an important part of contemporary
life, technology and audio-visual entertainment
systems should influence any home renovation
design. By utilising Good Vibrations’ home
automation expertise in the initial stages of their
renovation, the clients have been rewarded with
a fully integrated and remotely accessed hightech residence. By providing bathroom mirror
plasmas, a built-in bedroom ceiling television,

Above right The Good Vibrations home automation system
ensures all technology is manageable and easily adapted for
future technological advancements and home renovations
Right What better place to watch television than from the
comfort of your bed? Good Vibrations’ home automation
makes this possible with the simple touch of a button

and a home theatre room that will challenge any
cinema experience, the Good Vibrations team have
created yet another tech-lover’s paradise.
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